Meet your local needs with our global reach. The most authoritative and vast encyclopaedic library of online local legal content, Lexis® HK serves your research needs with broad foundational content accompanied by the depth required of practice-area specific content from our widely respected titles.

Combine encyclopaedic research with practical content. Lexis® Practical Guidance provides workflow-based content, in context. Commentary, precedents, drafting notes, checklists and flowcharts are all in one place, with links to cases, legislation and related research to quickly streamline the process of answering your most urgent legal questions.

Find the right answers, fast. Discover the power of research online and avoid being overwhelmed by irrelevant search results or unreliable information. Inter-product linking ensures you can quickly and directly access the right content available within your subscription.

The best relationships are built on strong foundations.

Lexis® HK - Made in Hong Kong, for Hong Kong, by LexisNexis
Introducing Lexis® HK

LexisNexis have been providing local Hong Kong legal content for more than 20 years, building on a heritage that spans over 200 years of legal publishing excellence around the globe. As our flagship local online platform Lexis® HK contains all our most esteemed products including titles such as Hong Kong Cases and Hong Kong Cases Unreported, Halsbury’s Laws of Hong Kong, and the Annotated Ordinances of Hong Kong. We are proud that Lexis® HK is the largest database of local Hong Kong legal content, relied upon by barristers across the territory.

An easy to use online platform, Lexis® HK makes research simple and effective. Our powerful and accurate search engine, combined with world class content, makes it easy to find what you need, when you need it. LexisNexis authors and contributors are experts in their respective practise areas, giving you access to some of the greatest legal minds in Hong Kong. Content is updated daily, and titles are continually revised in line with the latest cases and developments.

What is Lexis® HK?

- **Encyclopaedic and practical research**: Widely respected titles such as Halsbury’s Laws of Hong Kong, Annotated Ordinances of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Cases and CaseBase® allow you to conduct in-depth research across a vast array of commentaries, cases and legislation.

- **Practice-area specific research**: Both practical and analytical commentaries on specific points of law, covering various practice areas discussing the application of the law as well as in-depth legal analysis.

- **Precedents**: We are the only provider of the reputable Atkin’s Court Forms for your contentious matters and Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents for non-contentious forms and precedents to guide you through your writ applications and drafting, accessible in easy downloadable Word format.

- **Case alerts**: Customised alerts: Set up personal case alerts to keep track of developments across selected lines of cases. Daily alerts: Set up daily case alerts to be notified of new cases, sent directly to your email inbox.

- **Easy-to-use platform interface**: Download documents into PDF or Word formats, or have them emailed to you for further use. My Bookshelf feature allows for quick and easy access to your favourite titles. Experience a new easy-to-use interface with a variety of platform features including preview screens, easy linking to next excerpts and expandable table of contents.

- **Bilingual search**: Search in English or Chinese
The tempo of life has quickened. Naturally the provision of legal services must keep pace. A consequence of this is an increase in the burden borne by lawyers. To their aid comes the online platform, Lexis® HK.

The Hon Mr Justice Kemal Bokhary, Non-Permanent Judge, Court of Final Appeal

Purchasing Lexis® HK

We understand that every customer’s needs are different, and that our product range is broad. From pupillage through to Senior Counsel, for individuals, groups of barristers or whole Chambers, we offer a highly tailored legal research solution built around your unique needs.

All our customers at the bar are provided with a collection of essential resources, our ‘Barrister Foundations’, specifically selected for Hong Kong barristers. This includes Halsbury’s laws of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Cases and Hong Kong Cases Unreported and the Annotated Ordinances of Hong Kong. These can be supplemented by our Advanced content such as CaseBase, and practice area specific Specialised Research resources depending on your areas of practice. Specialised Research modules include renowned Hong Kong titles such as Atkin’s Court Forms, part of our Dispute resolution Practice Area Collection.

You can then combine these encyclopaedic resources with Lexis® Practical Guidance, a new workflow-based online solution designed to speed up your work day. Practical Guidance provides a wide range of practical materials, including practice notes, precedents with drafting notes and alternative clauses and checklists. Practical Guidance integrates with your Lexis® HK account so that you can seamlessly leverage deep research and practical analysis.

What Lexis® HK content is relevant to your research needs?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LexisNexis Online Packages: The power of deep research combined with the efficiency of practical know-how.</th>
<th>What solutions do you need?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrister Foundations</td>
<td>• Annotated Ordinances of Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectively build the foundations of your legal research with encyclopaedic works providing expert commentary, cases and legislation from a range of premier Hong Kong services.</td>
<td>• Halsbury’s Laws of Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hong Kong Cases Unreported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hong Kong Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Laws of Hong Kong (Legislation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**LexisNexis Online Packages:**
The power of deep research combined with the efficiency of practical know-how content.

### What solutions do you need?

#### Advanced
Depending on your specific needs and preferences, you can select from an additional range of premier Hong Kong services.

- CaseBase Hong Kong
- Hong Kong Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents

#### Specialised Research
Every user is different, as are your specific research needs. Select the Practice Area Collection pertinent to your areas of practice to access local legal analysis and resources.

- Lexis® HK Banking & Securities
- Lexis® HK Conveyancing
- Lexis® HK Construction
- Lexis® HK Company & Corporate
- Lexis® HK Criminal
- Lexis® HK Dispute Resolution
- Lexis® HK Employment
- Lexis® HK Family Law
- Lexis® HK Intellectual Property
- Lexis® HK Personal Injury
- Lexis® HK Taxation

#### Practical Content
Get your research off to the best start possible. A leap beyond traditional legal research, Lexis® Practical Guidance is an online, results-oriented workspace that helps you through the completion of tasks.

- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Commercial
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Corporate
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Data Protection
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Dispute Resolution
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Employment
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Financial Services
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Taxation
- Lexis® Practical Guidance – Private Client

#### Additional Hong Kong and International Content
Speak to your account manager for details

---

**Lexis® Practical Guidance**

Lexis® Practical Guidance is a brand new workflow-based online solution, providing a wide range of practical materials you can’t find anywhere else. It is an intuitive service with easy access to concise legal content, built around a practitioners’ workflow. **Made in Hong Kong, for Hong Kong,** our service contains exclusively written content by trusted experts. Each module, organised by practice area, includes practice notes, precedents with additional clauses and drafting notes, checklists, forms, and references to cases and legislation – **all in one place.** Relevant judgments, related forms and precedents, and links to detailed authoritative content on the Lexis HK platform make further reading quick and simple. Legislation trackers and key news and analysis ensure you stay up to date with legal developments.

All Lexis® Practical Guidance materials are continuously updated to reflect latest developments in the law, enabling you to efficiently complete matters with speed and confidence.

*Lexis® Practical Guidance has fundamentally changed the way I approach research, for the better! I would say the time saved has significant impact.*

Ashima Sood, Legal Analyst, Gall
Lexis® HK Barrister Foundations

Barrister Foundations are comprised of essential content that every barrister in Hong Kong should have access to. They cover legislation, cases, annotations and authoritative commentary which forms the foundations of legal research. Written by some of the leading legal minds in Hong Kong these are resources you cannot afford to do without.

The Annotated Ordinances of Hong Kong

This encyclopaedic set contains comprehensive annotations to more than 170 of the most important and frequently referenced Ordinances in Hong Kong. Modelled on the authoritative Halsbury’s Statutes of England, each Ordinance is reproduced in full alongside an explanatory introduction and includes detailed section-by-section annotations and analysis. Annotations discuss the history of the legislation, explore all relevant case law (both local and cross-jurisdictional), reference related Ordinances, compare English counterpart Acts and similar legislation from other common law jurisdictions and, most importantly, discuss the treatment and application of specific sections of the legislation and judgments.

Hong Kong Cases and Hong Kong Cases Unreported

This premier resource provides comprehensive coverage of cases dating back to 1842. The most extensive work of its kind in Hong Kong, the service covers significant cases from all levels of courts. Headnotes are written by legal experts with the practitioner in mind, ensuring relevance to your research. Hong Kong Cases Unreported includes a broad array of cases published within 48 hours of judgment.

Laws of Hong Kong (Legislation)

The complete Laws of Hong Kong, reproduced in Lexis® HK for easy access, searchability and interlinking with commentary products.

Halsbury’s Laws of Hong Kong

This essential title is the authoritative local version of the UK encyclopaedic work, Halsbury’s Laws of England, fully adapted to the needs of the Hong Kong practitioner. Established in 1995, Halsbury’s Laws of Hong Kong covers a wide spectrum of Hong Kong law from the most fundamental to the most obscure points of law, providing a succinct statement of the law with extensive references to both case law and legislation. Halsbury’s is designed to be your starting point of research, and your final checklist to ensure no legal point is missed.
Lexis® HK Advanced

Our Advanced content includes two of our most recognised Hong Kong titles. Combine our Barrister Foundations content with CaseBase and its easy-to-use referencing system, or the Hong Kong Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, and you get an unbeatable suite of titles.

CaseBase Hong Kong

Utilise our easy-reference signal system to quickly see the latest case treatment. Click on the five signals to review: negative and positive treatments, cautions, neutral treatment and case information. Covering all reported judgments in Hong Kong and the majority of unreported cases, the service also covers key cases from international jurisdictions.

Hong Kong Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents

This work is the leading source of non-contentious precedents. Covering all that a specialist or generalist is likely to encounter, this unrivalled collection offers easy-to-use forms, precedents and clauses that can be used in various situations, depending on the matter at hand. All available in easily downloadable Word format, accompanied by concise commentaries, practical and user-friendly overviews and up-to-date insight from leading authors.

Other LexisNexis content to add to your subscription:

Lexis® Red

An innovative digital application that provides online and offline access to your looseleaf services at the touch of a button or swipe of a screen. Compatible with Apple, Microsoft and Android devices Lexis® Red includes highlights, tags and note writing functions, as well as automatic content updates. In court, on your commute or in Chambers, you need never be without our authoritative titles.

Online Text Books

On a range of topical subjects, written by leading authorities. Includes renowned titles such as Sentencing in Hong Kong, Bribery and Corruption Law in Hong Kong and Building Management in Hong Kong.

International Content

From across the globe, including seminal UK works such as LexisNexis UK Cases, Halsbury’s Laws of England and Atkins Court Forms. Wherever you work, we’ve got the content you need.